The Watercourrses of Bosham
The recent exhibition held on behalf of the Bosham Neighbourhood Plan clearly showed the
interest in the local watercourses. The accompanying diagram illustrates the complex system
consisting three main routes, which run north to south. It is perhaps pertinent to say here that
the Bosham Stream, the Central Waterway and the East Ditch system are all designated
‘Main Rivers’ by the Environment Agency (EA) and
are thus all carefully monitored.
Western system: water from local springs and the
South Downs arrives under the A27 near point ‘A’ and
flows down Bosham Stream. Surface run-off from the
A27 also flows directly into what we call the overflow
system at point ‘B’. At ‘A’ there is a controllable
‘penstock sluice’ which allows water from Bosham
Stream to be diverted into the overflow system, when
required. This penstock replaced an old stop log
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the main mechanism for ensuring that the flow in
Bosham Stream is managed effectively—not too much
in winter, and as much as possible in the dry times of
summer. The overflow system from ‘B’ eventually
flows under the A259, through a trout farm, and into
Colner Creek. From there it enters the harbour via a
pipe and non-return flap valves.
Bosham Stream continues past Watergate House,
over the dam and through Broadbridge Mill. A small
controlled branch goes through some of the gardens
there. It then flows under the A259 and meanders its
way south, passing alongside Brook Avenue, Bosham
Lane outside the Millstream Hotel, and under the
Moreton Road bridge. It then flows past, on its western
side, a broken mechanism which we call the ‘Moreton
Road sluice’ (which if re-constructed would allow
controlled flow into the Mill Pond). It continues
alongside the Manor House and on to the sailing club.
On its east side, just before the sailing club, there is an
important manual sluice which is unfortunately not
operable at present. The sailing club has the main exit
sluice, which can help control the water level further
back in the stream, but at times this gets jammed with
debris.
Central system: this is mainly fed by run-off water
from road drains (depicted in green). It flows down
Delling Lane, through the newly installed pipe at the
Berkeley Arms and along pipes under Bosham Lane,
until it enters a 450mm pipe under the new houses at
the old garage site (and also via a pipe into Fairfield
Road). From there it enters the formal ‘Central
Waterway’ into Benedict’s Pond and via a ditch,

passing through private properties, until it arrives at Canute Road, having passed through a
grille at Danesfield. WSCC Highways installed a new pipe under Canute Road after the
2001 flood report. The waterway passes under the garden of Vikings and into a ditch, ending
in a pipe under the footbridge near the end of Harbour Road, which goes under Shore Road
into the harbour. There used to be a removable grille
under the footbridge, to stop tidal seaweed flowing
into the waterway and clogging the pipe. A favourite
pastime for children was to put stones into the pipe
entrance, which caused serious blockages. The grille
should be removed when there is exceptional flow,
which perhaps occurs once every three years or so.
The all-important ‘Leat’ from Brook Avenue is an
ancient water take-off from Bosham Stream, probably
for feeding the two ponds at Benedicts and the Burial
Ground. It starts at a sluice in Brook Avenue, installed
by Bosham residents, which allows the Leat to be shut
off, when Bosham Stream is in full flood in the winter,
but allows it to be open in the summer months. The
Leat passes under The Manse and thence into the
garden of Leat Cottage. Provided Bosham Stream is
kept at a sensible level in the summer, the Leat will
flow, which is important for two reasons. First, it helps
to keep the Central Waterway from silting up, and
secondly it enables the myriad of wildlife in the
Central Waterway to survive in mid-summer.
Another source of water entering the Central
Waterway during heavy rainfall is the runoff from
Green’s Field to the north of Bosham Lane. There is a
ditch and pipework under Charters, which is designed
to allow this water to drain safely and to avoid a
sudden overflow into Bosham Lane down the road
near Paxfold, as happened in 2001.
Eastern System: water from North Bosham flows as
shown under the A259 and into Walton Lane. From
there it passes through a grille and under the corner
into the ‘East Ditch’ system, which in turn drains a
large area of agricultural land. From there it passes
under Taylors Lane, being joined by surface water
from that road, into the holding pond and various
sluices at Stumps Lane. This crucial ditch system acts
as a large reservoir when the sluice flaps at Stumps
Lane are closed by the water pressure of high tides. As
long as the sluices are able to get most of the water out
of the ditches before the flaps close then the system
works fine. Unfortunately, for various reasons, that is
not always the case!
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